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one too can read either the Ramayana or Mahabharata
without feeling that they rise above the Homeric poems
in this—that a deep religious meaning appears to under-
lie all the narrative, and that the wildest allegory may be
intended to conceive a sublime moral symbolising the con-
flict between good and evil and teaching the hopeless-
ness of victory in so terrible a contest without purity of
soul, self-abnegation, and subjugation of the passions.
In reality it is the religious element of the Indian
Epics that constitutes one of the principal features of
contrast in comparing them with the Homeric. We
cannot, of course, do more than indicate here the bare out-
lines of so interesting a subject as a comparison between
the gods of India, Rome, and Greece thus:—
Indra and Siva certainly offer points of analogy to Jupiter
and Zeus; Durga or Parvati to Juno; Krishna to Apollo; Sri to ,
Ceres; Prithivi to Cybele; Varuna to Neptune, and, in his earlier
character, to Uranus; Saraswathi, goddess of speech and arts, to
Minerva; Kartikeya or Skanda, god of War, to Mars; Yama
to Pluto or Minos; Kuvera to Plutus; Visvakarman to Vulcan;
Kama, god of Love, to Cupid; Rati, his wife, to Venus; Narada
to Mercury; Hanumat to Pan; Ushas, and in the later mythology
Aruna, to Eos and Aurora; Vayu to Aeolus; Ganesa, as presiding
over the opening and beginning of all undertakings, to Janus;
the Asvini-kumaras to the Dioscuri, Castor and Pollux.
But in Greece, mythology, which was in many
respects fully systematised when the Homeric po'ems were
composed, never passed certain limits, or outgrew a
certain symmetry of outline. In the Iliad and the Odyssey,
a god is little more than idealised humanity. His form
and his actions are 'seldom out of keeping with his charac-
ter. Hindu mythology, on the other Rand, springing.

